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There are three ways to access reports in Sunflower. If all you are going to
do is run reports, you can access Sunflower Assets Reports. If you will be
doing record entry or maintenance, and access the system via Sunflower
Assets Forms, you can still access reports through the pull-down menus, as
shown on the next page.

When accessing via Reports, the first screen you will see is the main
reporting menu. Select the type of report you want (property record
information will be found in the “Management Reports” link. Information
regarding Excess Requests will be found in the “Excess Reports” link.

If you have accessed the system via “Forms”, you can access reports by
using the “Reports” pull-down menu, and select the reports group from the
choices available, or you can select reports from any of the different pulldown menus (Mgmt, Excess, etc). Reports are always the last menu choice
in the various module pull-down menus.

The main reporting environment is in Management Reports, called
“Inventory Assets (Global Information)”. This is where you would run any
report to obtain information from the property records in Sunflower.

The screen that appears is made up of two large sections. The upper half is
for inputting the criteria you are searching for. You can input information
into as many or as few of these fields as desired, depending on how narrow
you want the search to be.
The fields are not case-sensitive, so it doesn’t matter if you use capital letters
or lower-case letters, but the spelling must be exact, and any field must
contain the entire word or phrase as it would appear in the property record.
For example, the Steward name for OSR is “Office of Sponsored Research
Operations”. Putting only “Office of Sponsored Research” in the Steward
field would result in no data being found. You must enter the entire name.
Using wildcards, however, is permitted (in Sunflower, the wildcard is ‘%’)
so entering “Office of Sponsored Research %” will produce the data for all
assets in the steward.
The more fields entered, the narrower the search. You can use location,
custodian, user, steward, owner, etc to narrow down the results as needed.

The lower half of the screen (you must scroll down to see it) allows you to
determine how much information you want for each asset, and how you
want the information sorted. You can choose to see only Active assets (this
is the default setting) or you can select to see only retired assets or both
active and retired assets.
You can also select the amount of information by checking any of the seven
boxes available. If you check no boxes at all, the default setting is to show
the tag number, description, model number, serial number, and acquisition
cost of each asset.

You also can select how you want the results grouped and sorted. Grouping
assets by Steward, location, or custodian may be useful in some reports, as
each grouping has a subtotal of the number of assets and total acquisition
cost for each of the groupings. Also, if the report is generated in Acrobat,
each group will be assigned a ‘bookmark’ for easily accessing that group of
asset data. You also have the option of sorting assets by up to three
variables, such as Steward, Custodian, Location, Ownership. Etc. Use the
pull-down menus for both Grouping and Sorting to see the list of variables
you can select.

In this example, we are going to search for all Dell computers with the
model number GX200 that are in the steward “Property Management Office
Operations” We used the wildcard after Dell, since we weren’t sure if the
actual manufacturer name was Dell Computers, Inc, or Dell Company, or
just Dell. This way, we know we will capture the data regardless how the
manufacturer name exists in the system.
Once you have entered the search criteria, you will select how much
information you want, and how you want it sorted, as seen on the next page.

Most of the time, information such as location and custodian are helpful, so
the first box should be checked, so that information is included. If you want
to include any comments that have been entered, or want to include
acquisition information, data from the Global User Field (year of
manufacture, net book value, etc.) or information regarding the breakdown
of cost elements, you would check any of the other boxes to capture that
data.
Then you can select how you want to group the data, whether by Custodian,
Building (Level 1 Structure), user, etc. by using the list of values in the pulldown menu for that field.

You can further sort the data within each grouping by selecting other data
elements from the 3 available sorting criteria fields. Again, simply select the
choice desired from the list of options in the pull-down menu for each field.

Once you have set all of the criteria for your search and the parameters for
the data output, you click on the “Submit” button at the very bottom of the
screen. (You may also simply hit “Enter”, as the submit button is
highlighted by default).

Once you submit the report, you will see a confirmation page. This page
will show you what your search criteria and output settings are, so you have
another opportunity to review before actually running the report.
This confirmation page will also alert you to any errors the system
recognizes, such as a non-existent steward or custodian name, etc. Should
you receive such an error message, simply click on the “Back” button on
your browser, and you will return to the criteria input page to make
corrections.
Some reports also give you an option of getting your results in Acrobat
format, or getting them in Text format, which can then be exported into
Excel. Click the choice you prefer.
Once you have confirmed the entries are correct, click on the “Execute” to
run the report. Reports are run on the main server, not on your computer, so
if you are running a lengthy report, you can perform other tasks without
impacting the speed of the reporting activity.

Here is an example of the results (in Acrobat) from our search. The first
page is always a title page. This page includes the search criteria, the date of
the report, and the report number (which can be used to re-run this report at
any time, with updated refreshed data results).
Notice that along the left side of the report is a list of “bookmarks”, which
correspond to the criteria used to “Group” the data results. In our example,
we used Custodian, so each custodian on the property records is listed
alphabetically, and you can go directly to the records for each custodian
simply by clicking on their name.

Scrolling a little further down the report, you find the data results, based on
the boxes you checked for what you wanted to appear on your report.
In Acrobat format, each group (Custodian in our example) is subtotaled for
number of items and total acquisition cost for them.
Later in this chapter we will see output in text format as well, and another
section of the manual deals with exporting that data into Excel format.
Now we will look at some of the most common reports needed by Property
Administrators.

To print a Property Record for a single asset, whether for an untaggable item
to be filed, or in response to a departmental request, use the Inventory Assets
(Global Information) selection from the Management Reports menu.
In the criteria selection screen, type the SUID barcode tag number (last
seven digits only) into the Inventory Asset Identifier field. Please see next
page before continuing.

In the “Include Which of the Following” section of the criteria screen, check
each of the boxes, as you want to capture all of the information in the
database for an official property record.
Next, hit Enter, or click Submit at the very bottom of the criteria screen (you
need to scroll all the way down to click the button – Enter is a faster
method).

Allow the default (Acrobat) to remain selected for a property record. The
above is an example of the final format. The tag number is upper left, along
with very basic information on the asset. Below the tag number will appear
any associated records, in this case, there is an agreement record for this
asset, indicating it may have a sponsored agreement attached. (Note:
records migrated from the CAMS system may show an agreement for
Stanford Unrestricted, which was required in the legacy system, but will no
longer be required for Sunflower).
Custodian and location information is in the next set of data, followed by
information in the Global User Fields, the Comments, and finally the
breakdown of financial components of the asset.
When printing a property record, you may want to select only page two for
printout, as the system will otherwise generate a title page, a summary page,
and an end page as well as the record.

Screening for Purchase Order Approval
To screen for an asset (which is required for all purchases over $5K within
the department, campus-wide for anything over $25K), use the same
Inventory Asset (Global Information) report.
Enter your Steward Name (Leave this blank if searching the entire
university) and then enter the manufacturer name and model number for the
item you are screening.
Note: The criteria entered must match exactly the criteria in the database, so
be sure to use the wildcard (%) whenever unsure of the actual spelling or
official manufacturer name in the database. For example, here we used
“Dell %” instead of just “Dell”, as the official name for Dell in the system is
“Dell Computers”, not “Dell Company” or simply “Dell”.
See next page before continuing.

Before submitting the search, check the first box in the series of information
groups to be reported. This will give you contact information (Steward and
Custodian) for the asset(s) returned in the results.
You may even want to sort the data by custodian or steward, if you expect a
large number of items to be in the system.
Then hit enter or click the Submit button at the very bottom of the screen.
You will get a confirmation screen, and in this case, it is recommended you
change the output format from “Acrobat” to “Text”. (See next page).

On the confirmation page, select “Text file export” for your results, so you
can convert the data into a spreadsheet. This is optional, and depends on
how much information you expect from your search. For department-wide
searches ($5K - $25K) you may only need an Acrobat output, but for
university-wide screenings, in which a large number of assets could be on
the results, converting to an Excel format will make finding the contact
information for the assets a bit simpler.
If you choose Text file format, see the following section in this manual for
converting a text file into an Excel file.

The Purchase Order Aging Report
To see Purchase Orders that have migrated from Internet Procurement into
Sunflower, but which have not yet been entered into the records or
reconciled, select from the Management Reports menu “Purchase Order
Aging Report”.

Scroll to the very bottom of the page, and in the very last line of fields (PO
Header Attributes), select “Organization” as the Label (this is from the pulldown list of values available for that field.
Then select “=” for the “Operator” (also from the pull-down list of values).
Next, enter your four-alpha org code from the Delphi-assigned code for your
steward (if you do not know what this is, contact your PSR)
Note: It is a good idea to flank your org code with the wildcard (“%”), so
you capture all POs that involve that org. Some POs use multiple accounts
from multiple orgs, and in order to capture those in this report, you must
have a percent sign on both sides of the code, or you will only receive data
on POs that used ONLY the one org code.
If you have POs that include your org, but do not belong to your department,
contact your PSR to ensure the other department handles these in the system.

On the confirmation page, unless you receive an error message, simply click
the eXecute button to run your report. As with all reports, this will run on
the server, leaving your computer free to perform other activities, if the
report is large and takes a few minutes to run.

Above is a sample of a PO report. Each PO will be listed numerically,
including the line items for each. To the right will be the number of days the
PO has remained in the interface without being reconciled. These are
broken down into 30-day periods.
Remember, a PO will appear on this report until the actual assets have been
reconciled by PMO and a corresponding financial record created in Oracle
Fixed Assets. This action creates a “Verified” record in Sunflower, and the
PO then drops out of the interface and no longer appears on this report.
If you believe a PO is on this report in error, contact your PSR.

Other Reports
You may occasionally be asked by department staff or Faculty to run special
reports based on Steward, Location, Custodian, other criteria or a
combination of these attributes. In the Inventory Assets (Global
Information) report, you can enter as many or as few criteria as you want,
depending on the desired results. In the above example, only a custodian
name has been entered. This will result in a list of all assets for which this
individual is listed on the record as the custodian, regardless of steward,
location, or any other attribute.
If your custodian has assets in multiple stewards (faculty often have multiple
appointments to more than one department), you may want to enter the
Steward name desired, depending on whether you want only the assets in
one steward, or all assets assigned to that custodian.

Perhaps you need a report on all assets in a room prior to packing it up for
storage (i.e. during a lab or office remodel). In that case, you may want to
run a report like the one shown above, listing only the room in question in
the search criteria.
Always confirm the results of such a report by physically verifying the
assets in a location. The data in the Sunflower system is only as accurate as
the information input. Assets tend to move about, not always with
notification to the DPA, so double-checking is a must in many cases.
(Another good reason to try to keep the most accurate up-to-date records
possible).

We have now seen several of the most common reports needed by
Department Property Administrators. Given the wide variability of the
search criteria, there are obviously many permutations for reporting data.
Any combination of search criteria may be used. Any that are not needed,
simply leave them blank. If you have an unusual request and are uncertain
how to configure the criteria in order to get the appropriate results, call your
PSR for additional guidance.

There are two reports used in conjunction with Excess Requests that we will
look at in the next few pages.

THE EXCESS RECEIVAL FORM
To print a copy of your excess request, either for filing or for affixing to the
asset being excessed (this is highly recommended to facilitate scrap
pickups), use the Excess Reports module.

Select “Excess/Inactive Receival Form” from the menu.
Note: This is the only selection that includes the word “Form”, so it is easy
to remember.

You have an option of how to call up the form(s) you want. If you are only
printing one or two, you can simply enter the request number of each form to
print (only one request number at a time, you will need to repeat this action
for each form).
If you have several forms to print, or you do not know the excess request
number for your form, you can bring up all of the excess requests you have
generated by leaving the request number field blank, and instead enter your
name in the “Requester” field. Then hit enter, or scroll all the way to the
bottom of the screen and click the Submit button.

You will get a confirmation screen, which allows you to double-check that
you have requested the correct forms – this screen will also alert you if there
were any errors in the search criteria you used (i.e. if you misspelled your
name, or the request number you entered does not exist)
This screen defaults to the output for the form to be in Acrobat. That is the
only viable choice, so leave that selection checked. (HTML is not activated
in Sunflower at this time).

This is an example of what your form will look like on the screen. The form
includes the request number (and a barcode of that number). All of the
information relative to the asset and excess request also populates in the
form, such as pickup location, deliver-to location (remember, this is an
important piece of information), and the comment template with the contact
name and number, as well as the basic data for the asset. If the asset has a
barcode tag, this will also appear at the very bottom of the report, both the
barcode and the asset ID number.

Occasionally, you may wish to see all of your outstanding excess requests.
To get such a report, go to the Excess Reports menu, and select “Assets with
Pending Excess/Inactive Receival Requests”.

This time, enter either your Steward name, or your name. Then follow the
same steps as before to get a list of all assets with outstanding excess
requests.
It could be a good idea to run this report from time to time, so as to ensure
that no assets have been overlooked, either in the scrap disposal process, or
in the financial reconciliation process (for trade-ups, returns, transfers, etc).

